


Pre 2020 Aviation growth was high - 5.9% growth in EU aviation - 26.3% increase 
over 5 years. global annual international aviation emissions are already around 70% 
higher than in 2005



Aviation sector can be decarbonised but it will require huge investment and scaling of 
renewable fuels (see graph and link to our report). 

However this requires vast amounts of renewable energy (graphic to show the 
amount of renewable energy required for EU departing flights). This challenge 
becomes greater if we allow the sector to continue to grow at pre 2020 rates. Also the 
nonCO2 impacts of aviation are not easily solved as even renewable synthetic fuels 
will produce a nonCO2 impact. Therefore we also need measures to curb demand. 
Aviation growth is a result of cheap tickets which is due to many forms of indirect 
subsidies to the sector and aggressive marketing campaigns. 



Aviation growth is a result of cheap tickets which is due to many forms of indirect 
subsidies to the sector and aggressive marketing campaigns. 



Present
The airline industry is facing a financial crisis due to grounding of flights and is 
seeking government bailouts from the public purse despite for decades not 
contributing to that purse by taxes. So far more than 33 billion has been given in aid 
to airlines in Europe re covid. The industry avoids tax of 24 billion euros each year 
from untaxed kerosene alone. 

This means we are in a particularly critical and industry time for the aviation industry. 
A point where we can make choices about the structure and financing of the sector 
that will likely have consequences for decades. In addition we must over the next 30 
years tackle the climate crisis and transition the sector to zero emissions in line with 
the goals of the Paris Agreement. We must also develop plans for just & fair transition 
for workers. Currently there is very real suffering for workers in the aviation industry -
5.6 million jobs lost in Europe in aviation and related industry due to covid-19 (Statista 
2020). 



As NGOs we need to be sensitive if we are talking about the need for long term 
reductions in the aviation industry and to have realistic solutions of how to fairly and 
justly manage the transition. It is important to think about what limits there should be 
on the size of the sector given the limitations to scaling the technology within the 
timeframes required to meet climate goals. 

Because if we don’t have these conversations right now, we will see that things will 
revert back to business as usual just as they have done after others recent crisis. 



And while we consider what the future of the industry looks like we 
should also think about who flies. we all think flying is so normal, 
everyone does it!
But, even in Europe flying is not that normal: 

● E.g. In England we see a great difference; the top 1% took 
one fifth of all flights abroad; and about 50% don’t fly in a year.

● But this is nothing compared to the global level: the top 10 percent of the 
global income spectrum is responsible for 75% of the flight emissions. 
See: recent paper in Nature Energy https://www.vox.com/energy-and-
environment/2020/3/20/21184814/climate-change-energy-income-inequality

● In total, estimations say that only between 5-20 % have sitten in an airplane. 
Of those, only some fly a lot. So: A few frequent flyers are responsible for 
those 5-8 % of climate heating.

Important point to consider when we think about the bailouts. Should we continue to 
be subsidising the rich to fly cheaply?



We have seen in covid 19 crisis Huge shifts in working and travel patterns due to 
Covid19 crisis. This has led to a rapid uptake in use of online technology for meetings 
(a zoom boom) and resistance to use of the technology that existed in a pre-covid has 
been overcome. Where possible these behaviour changes need to be embedded long 
term. 



When questioned most people expect they will go back to pre covid levels of business 
travel, it is possible that the finance departments will be more reluctant given the 
recent savings from unspent travel budgets. The likelihood is that travelling for work 
will never return to previous levels. 
Premium seating makes up 20 % of flights (ICCT 2020) and is 2-4 times more CO2 
intensive then economy seating. Travel for leisure is a much higher proportion of 
flights. However travel for business (which is not just business / premium travel 
tickets) are the most lucrative section of the markets for the airlines (on some flights, 
business passengers represent 75% of an airline's revenues). Therefore a shift in 
behaviour of this market will have a disproportionate impact on the profitability and 
business models of the sector. 
Recent UK Survey by CBI/Ipsos MORI indicates major shifts in attitudes 
towards home-working, recruitment and business travel. “Business travel was 
commonplace pre-COVID, with 88% saying staff regularly travelled within the UK for 
work and 57% internationally. Beyond 2021, 65% of responding businesses think it is 
likely that 'because of video conferencing, it will no longer be necessary for [their] staff 
to travel within the UK to meet colleagues and clients'. International travel looks set to 
be curtailed too. As with remote working, there has been a huge shift in mindset. 
Business travel is likely to be a considered, rather than a default choice.” (Source 2nd 
November 2020).



As an NGO network we see this as an opportunity to create lasting change and 
embed new travel norms in institutions and businesses. By empowering student 
networks and reaching out to potential activists within organisations we hope to 
support our network in creating guidelines to question the need for future work travel. 
(Here is the link to our Stay Grounded 9 step plan for shifting travel policies). 
Premium seating makes up 20% of flights (ICCT 2020) and is 2-4 times more CO2 
intensive then economy seating. Travel for leisure is a much higher proportion of 
flights. However travel for business (which is not just business / premium travel 
tickets) are the most lucrative section of the markets for the airlines (on some flights, 
business passengers represent 75% of an airline's revenues). Therefore a shift in 
behaviour of this market will have a disproportionate impact on the profitability and 
business models of the sector. 



With 2021 to be the European year of rail, there are hopes that we can see 
improvement and expansion of the International rail network which would hopefully 
attract a shift in passengers from air to rail for intra EU. We could also potentially see 
a shift in travel patterns from mass market to more distributed locations and holiday 
closer to home or for longer periods of time, but travelling less frequently. 
There are even the first signs of some in the industry facing the inevitable as SBB, the 
German rail operator, with too few train drivers, is in conversation with Swiss 
International Air (previously SwissAIR), which will soon have too many pilots. 
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Stay Grounded therefore started the campaign #SavePeopleNotPlanes, calling 
for environmental and social conditions to bailouts - and for a just transition in the 
sector.
It is important to use the current unintended pause in aviation for building a
climate-safe transport sector and creating resilience for future crises.
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